
(JOGENDER SINGH)
HEAD OF OFFICE

Sub: Vidhan Sabha Un-Starred Question No. 158 in respect of Dte. of Gurdwara
Elections listed for 23.08.2019

Sir,

Please refer to Vidhan Sabha Un-starred Qn. No. 158 with regard to Dte. of
Gurdwara Elections listed for 22.08.2019. in this connection, please find enclosed
herewith the reply of the above stated question as detailed below:-

1.The reply of all the questions in Hindi language.
2.Enclosed 100 sets of reply along with enclosures.
3.The reply is given in portrait format page.
4.Softcopy of reply is given in PDF form.
5.Softcopy i.e. CD is enclosed.
6.The PDF file is also emailed at questionbranchlas@qmail.com.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.

Yours faithfully,
End: as above.

VIDHAN SABHA QUESTION
OUT TODAY

GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI^
DIRECTORATE OF GURDWARA ELECTION
'F' BLOCK, VIKAS BHAWAN, IP ESTATE.

NEW DELHI-110002
Phone No.-O11-23370713. Fax No.-23370225, E-mail l.d-dirqe@qov.in

No F. 1/35/2015/DGE/Admn/^^5^Dated: <So/08/2019

To,

The Deputy Secretary (Question),
Govt. of NCT of Delhi,
Delhi Vidhan Sabha,
Delhi-110054
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*     IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI

+   W.P.(C) 10685/2017
SHIROMANIAKALI DAL DELHI AND ANRPetitioners

Through: Mr. Abhinash K Mishra, Mr. Gaurav
Kr. Pandey & Mr. Kulwinder Singh,
Advs.

versus

DIRECTORATE OF GURDWARA ELECTIONS AND ORS.
Respondents

Through: Mr. Sanjoy Ghose, ASC for GNCTD
with Ms. Urvi Mohan, Adv.

CORAM:
HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE ANUP JAIRAM BHAMBHANI

ORDER
%11.07.2019

The issues involved in the present petition are two-fold. The first is

the preparation of fresh electoral rolls for elections to the Delhi Sikh

Gurdwara Management Committee (DSGMC). The second is delimitation

of 46 Gurdwara Wards for the purpose of such elections.

9.Counsel for the parties state that the next elections for the DSGMC

are likely to be scheduled for January 2021.

10.Mr. Sanjoy Ghose, learned ASC for GNCTD states that it would be in

the interests of all concerned that fresh electoral rolls are prepared as close

as possible to the next elections, so that the revised electoral rolls are not

dated.



ANUP JAIRAM BHAMBHANI, J.
JULY 11, 2019/m/

11.Mr. Abhinash K Mishra, learned counsel for the petitioners states that

the respondents must assure that the process of preparation of fresh electoral

rolls shall be completed reasonably before the next elections, which

assurance the respondents are willing to extend.

12.In relation to the delimitation of wards, Mr. Mishra states that while

delimitation has been done, there are certain discrepancies which the

petitioners wish to point-out to the respondents. He further states that such

discrepancies can easily be resolved by mutual discussion. Accordingly, let

counsel for the parties co-ordinate a meeting between the concerned persons

in order to resolve the discrepancies referred to in delimitation of wards.

13.In view of the above submissions, parties pray that this matter be

posted to sometime next year to enable the parties to carry-out the exercise

of preparing fresh electoral rolls ; whereafter, if necessary, the matter may

be reviewed.

14.At request of counsel for the parties, list on 01st March 2020.

15.Parties also accept and agree that since the elections relate to the

Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee, the aforesaid matters shall

be resolved only in consultation with the DSGMC, even though the said

body is not a party to the present proceedings.

9.   List on 01.03.2020.
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*     IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI

+   W.P.(C) 10690/2017 & CM APPL. No. 16036/2018

SHIROMANIAKALI DAL (DELHI STATE) AND ANR.
Petitioners

Through: Mr. Abhilash Mishra, Mr. Kulvinder
Singh & Mr. Gaurav Kr. Pandey,
Advs.

versus

DIRECTORATE OF GURDWARA ELECTIONS AND ORS.
Respondents

Through: Mr. Sanjoy Ghose, ASC with
Mr.Rishikesh Jetly & Ms. Urvi
Mohan, Advs.

CORAM:
HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE ANUP JAIRAM BHAMBHANI

ORDER
%11.07.2019

The issues involved in the present petition are two-fold. The first is

the preparation of fresh electoral rolls for elections to the Delhi Sikh

Gurdwara Management Committee (DSGMC). The second is delimitation

of 46 Gurdwara Wards for the purpose of such elections.

2.Counsel for the parties state that the next elections for the DSGMC

are likely to be scheduled for January 2021.

3.Mr. Sanjoy Ghose, learned ASC for GNCTD states that it would be in

the interests of all concerned that fresh electoral rolls are prepared as close

as possible to the next elections, so that the revised electoral rolls are not

dated.



ANUP JAIRAM BHAMBHANI, J.
JULY 11,2019/u/

4.Mr. Abhinash K Mishra, learned counsel for the petitioners states that

the respondents must assure that the process of preparation of fresh electoral

rolls shall be completed reasonably before the next elections, which

assurance the respondents are willing to extend.

5.In relation to the delimitation of wards, Mr. Mishra states that while

delimitation has been done, there are certain discrepancies which the

petitioners wish to point-out to the respondents. He further states that such

discrepancies can easily be resolved by mutual discussion. Accordingly, let

counsel for the parties co-ordinate a meeting between the concerned persons

in order to resolve the discrepancies referred to in delimitation of wards.

6.In view of the above submissions, parties pray that this matter be

posted to sometime next year to enable the parties to carry-out the exercise

of preparing fresh electoral rolls ; whereafter, if necessary, the matter may

be reviewed.

7.At request of counsel for the parties, list on 01st March 2020.

8.Parties also accept and agree that since the elections relate to the

Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee, the aforesaid matters shall

be resolved only in consultation with the DSGMC, even though the said

body is not a party to the present proceedings.

9.List on 01.03.2020.


